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Fortunato Marchetto 

 

MARCHE DA BOLLO D'ITALIA 
1863-1957 

E DELLE COLONIE ITALIANE D'AFRICA 
1911-1943 

Trattato storico sugli usi postali e fiscali 
Catalogo con valutazioni 

 
648 pages - more than 600 b/w ill. - softbound - printed 2004 
€ 43.00 (+postage: Europe € 10,00 - USA/Overseas € 16,50) 

Code 1690E - ISBN 88-85335-74-8 
 
Valuations in Euro for unused, and for postal and fiscal use. 
 
Exhaustive work, updated and revised (200 pages more), 
which presents all the revenue stamps of the Kingdom of Italy 
and the first period of the Italian Republic from 1863 to 1957, 
and of the Italian colonies in Africa (Libya, Eritrea, Somalia), 
for the first time in a catalogue. Reproductions are full size. 
 
Every issue is accompanied by a short description of the 
revenues, reproduced in natural size, and by the relevant issue 
decrees which give important information about the reasons 
why they were issued and their characteristics. Postal and 
fiscal documents are a valuable testimony for the facts and 
events which took place in Italy. 
 
The analysis of the revenues is carried out both on their postal 
use and their fiscal use. Valuations have been updated, 
expressed in Euro, and accompanied by their rarity degree. 
 
 

 
The present work is the most specialized catalogue in that it records quotations for unused revenue stamps, but 
also for their postal and fiscal use. 
 
New division in seven parts, all of them updated and increased. Each chapter deals with a specific function: 
fixed rate revenue stamps, for government licences and administrative acts, for bills of exchange, for luxury 
objects and trade, for general turnover tax, for transport of goods by motor vehicles, for Italian colonies in 
Africa. 
 
IMPORTANT CHANGES WITH RESPECT TO PREVIOUS EDITIONS: 
- updates and additions in the old chapters; 
- addition of new studies, never published before, on revenue stamps for government licences and administrative 
acts and for Italian colonies in Africa; 
- valuation updating for unused, postal use, fiscal use; 
- change of valuations in Euro. 
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OTHER BOOKS 
BY F. MARCHETTO 

 
 
 
Regno Lombardo Veneto - carta bollata e marche da bollo 1813-1870 
con valutazioni 

(Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia - Stamped fiscal paper and fiscal stamps 1813-1870 
with evaluations) 

 
Dalla lettera di cambio alla cambiale in Italia 1154-1958 
con valutazioni 

(From letters to bills of exchange in Italy 1154-1958 
with evaluations) 

 
Marche da bollo italiane - catalogo 1863 - 1957 
uso fiscale e postale 

(Italian revenue stamps - catalogue 1863 - 1957 
postal and fiscal use) 

 
Regno di Sardegna Regno d’Italia 
La carta bollata dal 25 aprile 1814 al giugno 1946 

(Kingdom of Sardinia – Kingdom of Italy 
The stamped paper from 25 April 1814 to June 1946) 

 
 
 

AWARDS 
 
 
 
The previous edition, "Marche da Bollo Italiane - 1863-1957 - catalogo - uso fiscale e postale", has 
obtained many awards, on the occasion of the most important national and international exhibitions: 
gold at Temex 2003; large vermeil at Cyprus Europhilex 2002 and at España 2000; vermeil at 
Philanippon 2001, The Stamp Show 2000, Wipa 2000; large silver at Brianza 1999 and at Philexfrance 
1999. 
Also the volume "Dalla lettera di cambio alla cambiale in Italia 1154-1958" obtained the large vermeil 
at España 2000. 


